LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
To whom it may concern:
Please find this letter of reference and recommendation for Surveillance Analytics for the selection of
Security Doors/Windows and Ballistic Glass services. Briargrove Elementary located in Houston, Texas has
recently undergone the selection and process of implementing an enhanced security infrastructure
including security film and ballistic glass for doors/windows for the school campus.
My background has been around global security and health assessments with Fortune 2000 companies,
NGO’s and Government Entities and I understand the importance of “hardening” environments. I
currently lead the Briargrove PTO Safety Committee. Funding for this project was provided from private
donations through Briargrove’s PTO, so we needed an experienced supplier that could execute and deliver
around the student’s schedule.
As part of the selection process, we solicited proposals from three capable suppliers for these services
and reviewed each supplier around experience, underlining technology, ability to install to a tight schedule
and finally costs. After a thorough review with each supplier our experience with Surveillance Analytics
and Alan Morris stood out as the best supplier and choice to move forward with our project. What stood
out above all vendors was Surveillance Analytics flexibility and willingness to work with Briargrove by
providing thought leadership and bringing their installation team out to the campus for a walkthrough of
the work to be provided to ensure that all the scope was understood. This included a thorough review of
what their understanding of the scope of work to be completed and most importantly identified any areas
that may have been missed or concerns with recommendations of what would make the implementation
more viable.
We could not have been more pleased with our selection, Alan and his team were extremely
knowledgeable and responsive to implement our solution. We would definitely use Alan Morris with
Surveillance Analytics again without hesitation and can recommend them to those who are considering
their services.
If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to contact me directly.
Regards,

Rob Wade
Briargrove PTO Safety Committee Chair
713-553-5737 or robwade@comcast.net

